What level of return should we accept from shares?
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When we look at historical returns, we find that over very long periods of time, in a variety of countries, shares have
generally produced returns of around 2 - 5% p.a. above cash – albeit with some variation and lots of volatility, as shown in
Figure 1.
Figure 1: Historical returns of shares above cash
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So, at one level, we can say that cash + 5% p.a. is an excellent return from share investment over the long-term.
As an example, if you invested $100,000 for ten years in cash, it would grow to $122,000 – based on current cash rates of
around 2% p.a.
However, $100,000 invested in shares returning 7% p.a. (i.e. 5% p.a. more than cash) would grow to almost $197,000 over
10 years.
That is a difference worth having.

Going ahead, how difficult will it be to achieve a return 5% p.a higher than cash?
It is useful to understand the past, but as legendary US investor Warren Buffett reminds us, “if returns came out of history
books, librarians would all be millionaires”.
In practice, share market returns come from income and growth and we find it very useful to separate the two to help us
think about what future returns might be.
Currently, our research indicates that the top 300 Australian shares have an average dividend yield close to 5.5% p.a. – if
we include imputation credits.
So, assuming average dividends remain at current levels, in order to beat cash by our historically derived target of 5% p.a.
we need to obtain growth of just 1.5% p.a. This doesn’t take much.
As shown in Figure 2, if buying at today’s prices, then the market has to get to 6034 in 10 years time for us to earn our
historical target of 5% above cash. That’s just 16% above today’s price, for us to be well on the way to receiving our target
return, assuming average dividends do not change.

Figure 2: How far do share prices need to rise to give us growth of 1.5% p.a. (for shares
purchased in June 2016 with an index value of 5200)
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What is the likelihood of achieving 1.5% p.a. growth from shares?
The main source of share price growth in the very long term is growth in company profit as measured by earnings per share
(EPS). As can be seen by Figure 3, the average growth rate for Australian shares has been inflation plus 1.5% p.a.
Going ahead, if inflation averages 2 to 2.5% p.a., we might expect earnings to grow at 3.5 to 4% p.a. If average earnings per
share do continue to grow at 3.5 to 4.0% p.a., then such growth should be reflected in the share prices. That’s well ahead of
our target growth rate of share prices of 1.5% p.a.
It is important to note that past performance is not indicative of future returns and investors should consider whether the
target investment horizon is appropriate for them, based on individual circumstances and needs.

Volatility and noise can hide the growth
While it seems easy to say that we just need 1.5% growth each year to meet a ‘cash plus 5%’ target, in practice it can be
difficult to focus on the long term when we sometimes get that kind of gain – or loss – in a single day.
There will always be volatility because there is rarely a shortage of worries concerning investors in the share market, and
those worries can translate into price falls. Today investors worry about the fallout from Brexit, a possible recession in
Australia, Europe or the US, a slow-down in China, and rising US interest rates - the list goes on.
A similar list existed this time last year, and the year before, and almost every year before that. And yet, most of the time, the
market churns out good returns when looked at over periods of five to ten years.
But not always. Occasionally we do experience long periods of poor returns from share market investments.
These periods of poor returns are usually not about falling earnings. In fact, our research indicates that over the past 55
years the biggest fall in earnings from the top 300 shares over a six year period was just 12%.
However, share prices are much more volatile. Over the same 55 years, we have seen seven periods where the average
price of the top 300 shares has fallen by more than 12% over six year periods, with the largest six year fall being over 50%
(according to our research). Clearly, something else is at work.
That something is the amount the market pays for each dollar of earnings.
When the market pays too much for earnings, long periods of poor performance inevitably follow. The market normally pays
too much where there aren’t enough things to worry about and investors get unduly optimistic.
It is ironic. In the share market, worries are generally a sign of good times ahead, while widespread optimism should make
us nervous.
Which begs the question, how do we know if we are paying too much for earnings? The answer lies in the Tipping Point
chart where we set out what we consider to be prices that are too high, fair, or cheap.

Where we are today?
The Tipping Point chart summarises how we see the markets today.
As you can see, most markets offer attractive returns over the next 10 years – in particular, quality Australian, European and
Asian shares, and some emerging markets.

By the way, in this chart, if share markets are expected to return more than 5% above term deposits or cash they are shown
as green. Today we can see that we expect Australian equities to return close to 10% p.a. over the next decade, made up of
5.5% dividends plus 4.5% earnings growth, which is a lot better than our fair value target of 1.5% earnings growth.
Essentially, we see Australian shares as cheap today.
In the blue zones, markets are fair value – here we expect to get the 2.5% to 5% above term deposits, around the historical
averages and safely above the no risk alternative.
When we get to the yellow zone it is time for caution. We are expected to get better returns than term deposits, but with not
much of a margin of safety. And in the red zones, investments are expected to return less than term deposits – it is time to
be moving to the exits.

Our recommended investment strategy
Our investment strategy is straightforward. Invest, ignore the noise, ignore the volatility, ignore the pessimists and enjoy
solid returns over the long term. But stay vigilant. The time will come again where the markets will not appear nearly so
attractive as they currently are.

